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Before Thomas D. Halket, Arbitrator 

Date of Commencement: November 8, 2006 

Domain Name(s): bushfurnitureonline.com and osullivanfurnitureonline.com 

Registrar: AAAQ.COM, Inc. 

 

PROCEDURAL HISTORY 

 

The Complaint was filed with CPR on November 8, 2006, and, after review for 

administrative compliance, served on the Respondent.  The Respondent filed a Response 

on November 13, 2006.  I was appointed Arbitrator pursuant to the Uniform Domain 

Name Dispute Resolution Policy (“UDRP”) and Rules promulgated by the Internet 

Corporation for Domain Names and Numbers (“ICANN”).   Upon the written submitted 

record including the Complaint and Response, I find as follows: 

 

FINDINGS 

 

Respondent’s registered domain names, bushfurnitureonline.com and 

osullivanfurnitureonline.com (the “Domain Names”), were registered with AAAQ.COM, 

Inc. on May 5, 2004 and October 20, 2005, respectively.  In registering the Domain 
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Names, Respondent agreed to submit to this forum to resolve any dispute concerning the 

Domain Names, pursuant to the UDRP. 

 

The UDRP provides, at Paragraph 4(a), that each of three findings must be made in order 

for a Complainant to prevail: 

  

 i. Respondent’s domain name is identical or confusingly similar to a 

trademark or service mark in which complainant has rights; and 

 

 ii. Respondent has no rights or legitimate interests in respect of the domain 

name; and 

 

  

 iii. Respondent’s domain name has been registered and is being used in bad 

faith.   

 

IDENTITY/CONFUSING SIMILARITY: 

 

Complainant does not allege that it owns the trademarks or service marks which are 

identical or confusingly similar to the names that underlie either Domain Name, BUSH or 

O’SULLIVAN. Rather, with respect to BUSH, it alleges that it has used the mark BUSH-

FURNITURE-ONLINE since 2003, and that it was authorized by the owner of BUSH to 

use it “in the complainant’s domain.” With respect to O’SULLIVAN, it alleges that it has 

used the mark OSULLIVAN-FURNITURE-ONLINE since 2003, and that such use was 

with the acquiescence, endorsement and implicit license of the owner of O’SULLIVAN. 

 

Based entirely upon Complainant’s allegations two things should be noted. First, 

Complainant does not allege any facts that establish that it owns any mark, only that it 

has used BUSH-FURNITURE-ONLINE and OSULLIVAN-FURNITURE-ONLINE.   

 

Second, Complainant does not allege that it is licensed to use either of those marks or the 

marks BUSH or O’SULLIVAN by the owners of BUSH or O’SULLIVAN. It does allege 

that it was authorized to use BUSH in its domain, but the document that it claims does so 

in reality only allows limited use of BUSH on its website. Whether or not Complainant’s 

use of O’SULLIVAN was or can be permitted through acquiescence by its owner, 

Complainant points to no document wherein either owner gave Complainant any right to 

enforce any right such owner may have under either trademark law or the UDRP.  

 

Even though the Domain Names are virtually identically to the phrases Complainant 

alleges it has been using, I am reluctant under these circumstances to hold that  

Complainant has rights in a mark or marks that are sufficient to give it rights under the 

UDRP. It is unclear on the state of this record whether BUSH-FURNITURE-ONLINE 

and OSULLIVAN-FURNITURE-ONLINE are marks at all which can be used 

independently from the underlying marks BUSH and O’SULLIVAN. If not, Complainant 

would need the express permission of the underlying owners to maintain this action, not 
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the vague use permission it has in one case or the acquiescence it claims to have in the 

other.  

 

In reality it is or should be up to the owner of BUSH or O’SULLIVAN to take action if 

either of them believes that that Respondent has illegally used its mark. One can easily 

envision how a decision in this arbitration in favor of Complainant might be contrary to 

either or both real owners’ wishes. In that regard, it is telling that there is no evidence at 

all that either owner knows of this arbitration. Nor, parenthetically, is there any evidence 

that either owner has permitted any of its distributors to obtain any enforcement rights in 

any mark which is derivative or composite with of BUSH or O’SULLIVAN, as the case 

may be.  

 

Thus, I am unable to conclude that Complainant has met its burden to show that it has 

rights in any mark sufficient to give it the ability to maintain this arbitration. However, 

because I have also determined that Complainant has failed to establish that Respondent 

has no rights or legitimate interest in the Domains Names, I need not rest its order on this 

determination. 

 

RIGHTS AND LEGITIMATE INTERESTS: 

 

Complainant alleges that Respondent has no rights or legitimate interests with respect to 

the Domain Names.  In support for this allegation, however, Complainant admits that 

Respondent is listed by the owner of O’SULLIVAN in the same list of Internet Retailers 

as is Complainant.   Respondent, on the other hand, notes that it is an authorized dealer of 

the owners of BUSH and O’SULLIVAN in the exact same manner as Complainant.    

 

UDRP Paragraph 4(c) provides that Respondent’s rights or legitimate interests in a 

domain name may be demonstrated, without limitation, by showing that (a) before notice 

to Respondent of the dispute, Respondent has used, or made demonstrable preparations to 

use, the domain name or a name corresponding to the domain name in connection with a 

bona fide offering of goods or services; or (b) Respondent has been commonly known by 

the domain name; or (c) Respondent is making legitimate noncommercial or fair use of 

the domain name, without intent for commercial gain to misleadingly divert consumers or 

to tarnish the trademark or service mark at issue. 

 

Based upon Respondent’s contentions which are not contested by Complainant, and are 

in part admitted, Respondent is and has been a distributor of the products in question in 

the same way and fashion as Complainant. Accordingly, there is sufficient evidence to 

conclude that, prior to notice to Respondent of this dispute, Respondent used the Domain 

Names in connection with a bona fide offering of goods, at least to the same extent as 

Complainant.  

 

I therefore conclude that Respondent does have rights or legitimate interests with respect 

to the Domain Names. It should be noted that this finding is only a finding of 

Respondent’s rights as they pertain to Complainant and nothing herein is intended as 

precluding any proceeding the owners of BUSH and O’SULLIVAN may elect to pursue. 






